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ONLINE
ONLY
SPECIALS

September Skin
Specials Available
for Online
Purchase ONLY
LIGHTEN & BRIGHTEN!
Purchase one Skin+Metrics Dermalux Cream,
get C+T Ferulic Antioxidant Cream for 50% OFF.
Call us today, and age beautifully with Skin+Metrics.

(512) 266-0007

FILL THE LINES!
Purchase SkinMedica TNS Recovery Complex®, get
SkinMedica® Retinol Complex 0.5 50% OFF.

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
Purchase a Rejuvapen™ MicroNeedling Package, get
Tensage® Serum SCA 15 FREE ($125 Value).

dr. ted lain
4300 North Quinlan Park Road, Suite 225
Austin, Texas 78732
(512) 266-0007 | www.atxderm.com
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Meet The Doans!
Meet Andy and Bethany Doan and their two year old son,
Miles. The Doans moved here from Seattle five years ago and love
everything about River Place including the trails, parks, landscape
and especially their neighbors. They have an Australian Shepherd,
Ranger and a cat, Oscar.
Andy works in Austin as a software engineer while Bethany is
an interaction designer. They live on China Garden Drive and are
often seen around the neighborhood, walking Ranger. In milder
weather, Miles too is able to join in the walks, riding in his push
car. Miles loves trucks, the bigger the better!

RIVER
REVIEW
IMPORTANT
NUMBERS
EMERGENCY NUMBERS

EMERGENCY................................................................911
Fire...................................................................................... 911
Ambulance.......................................................................... 911
Sheriff – Non-Emergency...................................512-974-0845
Hudson Bend Fire and EMS
Emergencies....................................................512-266-1775
Information......................................................512-266-2533
SCHOOLS
Leander ISD.........................................................512-570-0000
Cedar Park High School.......................................512-570-1200
Vandegrift High School........................................512-570-2300
Four Points Middle School...................................512-570-3700
River Place Elementary.........................................512-570-6900
UTILITIES
River Place MUD................................................512-246-0498
City of Austin Electric........................................512-494-9400
Texas Gas Service
Custom Service........................................... 1-800-700-2443
Emergencies....................................................512-370-8609
Call Before You Dig........................................512-472-2822
AT&T
New Service................................................ 1-800-464-7928
Repair.......................................................... 1-800-246-8464
Billing.......................................................... 1-800-858-7928
Time Warner Cable
Customer Service............................................512-485-5555
Repairs.............................................................512-485-5080
IESI (Trash).........................................................512-282-3508
OTHER NUMBERS
River Place Postal Office....................................512-345-9739

Featured River Place
Location:
Panther Hollow Park
The little park
across the Lake
Austin inlet from
Woodlands Park,
actually an extension
of Woodlands Park,
is the featured River
Place location for
September. This
is where the inlet
connects to the lake
so the water is fresh
yet somewhat shallow. To get there, you must park either in the
Woodlands Park parking lot or on Big View Drive and walk across
the little Panther Hollow inlet bridge.
(Continued on Page 4)
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NEWSLETTER PUBLISHER
Peel, Inc...............................................................512-263-9181
Article Submissions.......................... riverreview@peelinc.com
Advertising....................................... advertising@peelinc.com

ADVERTISING INFO
Please support the advertisers that make River Review possible.
If you are interested in advertising, please contact our sales office at
512-263-9181 or advertising@peelinc.com. The advertising deadline
is the 8th of the month prior to the issue.

ARTICLE INFO
The River Review is mailed monthly to all River Place residents.
Residents, community groups, churches, etc. are welcome to include
information about their organizations in the newsletter. Personal
news for the Stork Report, Teenage Job Seekers, recipes, special
celebrations, and birthday announcements are also welcome.
To submit an article for the River Review please email it to
riverreview@peelinc.com. The deadline is the 15th of the month
prior to the issue.
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(Continued from Page 3)
Once there however, there are grills, picnicking sites and a small
sandy beach that is great for walking in the water, swimming or even
launching your kayak into the lake. Dogs love it. Especially nice is
the peaceful seclusion that also allows a great view of Lake Austin.
Just take Big View Drive all the way down the hill-you will see the
Panther Hollow Creek stone marker (a good place to park) just past
the Woodlands tennis courts on the left. Hope you get a chance to
enjoy this location!

REMODELING?
MAKE A
STATEMENT WITH
A NEW
COUNTERTOP.

penni@plmatx.com
ph: 737-226-7296

We import all levels of natural stones:
Granite, Marble and Quartzite.
We also offer a wide selection of Quartz.
We are a full service provider, which includes
fabrication and installation. No middleman,
results in cost savings for you!

www.DirectNaturalStones.com
512-270-4355
CUSTOM CABINETRY • REMODELING • RECLAIMED WOOD CEILING & WALL ACCENTS • BARN DOORS
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Our Hours Are:
Mon, Tues, Wed 11am-11pm
Thur, Fri, Sat 11am-midnight
Sun 10am-11pm

Burgers -- Black angus, NEVER Frozen!!! Pulled pork – We cook it for 6 hours!!!
WINGS – HUGE and Never Frozen! Amazing with our house made sauces!
Steak -- hand cut in house Cooked to perfection! You’d think you are in a steakhouse!!!
AND SO MUCH MORE!!!!!

Don’t miss Weekly Scoreboard Fun!

TEXAS HOLD’EM on Mondays @7:00pm
LIVE MUSIC! On Fridays and Saturdays: @8:00pm
BRUNCH on Sundays@ 10:00am

FREE WIFI –means We can host your
FANTASY FOOTBALL DRAFT parties!!!

6507 Jester Blvd. #105 Austin, TX 78750 512-346-8228

Bring this page in and enjoy a FREE APPETIZER with
a purchase of any entree or alcoholic beverage
This deal may not be used in addition to any other discounts, Expires 9/30/2016. Limit to 1 per coupon
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Resident
Homeowner Tips
Tip 1, Lowering Water Costs: Did you know that, for a
variety of reasons, some related to back-to-school activities,
September is the peak month for water use? We would think
the heat in July or August would require much more water
use but not so, according to the consumption averages since
2011. Students are back in school and vacations are mostly
over, causing us to be at home more, consuming more water
with bathing, cleaning, cooking and other activities around
the house.
So what can we do? How about reducing sprinkler times?
Plants and grass should require significantly less watering as
temperatures drop and we hopefully get more rain. Making
sure your water pressure is correct for your sprinkler system is
critical. If too high, it produces a lot of mist, wasting water in
the process. Check toilets and the hot water heater for valve
leaks. This may also be a good time of year to repair leaky faucets
and install flow restrictors. Visit www.WaterWiseAustin.org or
call 512-974-9400 for more information.
Tip 2, Importance of Managing Landscapers: Many
of us have learned that landscaping companies will often
manage themselves if we don’t take charge and make sure they
understand what we expect. We’ve all heard of cases where trees
were improperly trimmed or bushes were mistakenly removed.
Left to their own devices, they will understandably do what
they think is needed. But results can be much better with a
little communication.
Here’s one example: Incorporated into the original
landscaping design of River Place was the idea of camouflaging
our homes’ utility boxes and meters with shrubs and bushes.
These are typically located on a front corner of the house. This
is admittedly a subtle design feature adding a special touch
of beautification to River Place that we may not give a lot of
thought to.
Now though, as they are getting older, these bushes and
shrubs are sometimes being trimmed way back or removed
altogether, exposing the equipment boxes and meters. The
workers probably give it little thought, feeling they are simply
cleaning things up. (When these bushes must be replaced,
something soft and flexible (for worker access) would be
preferable to, say, cacti.)
While problems like this one are easily corrected, they can
be avoided altogether with some instruction. In nearly all
cases, there is an owner or a manager who is willing to listen
and probably appreciates the opportunity to better fulfill
your landscaping needs. A text or phone call may be all that’s
necessary. Remember, they work for you. Congratulations if
you already have a great relationship!
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Children’s Center of Austin
Names Tanya Saenz
to Head of Schools

Highly regarded Austin-area childcare and education center creates new
Head of Schools position to direct
growth for all three of its campuses;
promotes Tanya Saenz to fill roll.
AUSTIN, TX (July 28, 2016) —
The Children’s Center of Austin announced today that Tanya Saenz has
been named the institution’s first
Head of Schools. In this roll, Saenz
will oversee the management of all the
Children’s Center of Austin schools
including fiscal, personnel, curriculum, quality assurance, and customer
relations, as well as the overall administrative success for all schools.
“I am excited about my next chapter
with the Children’s Center of Austin,”
said Saenz, who was promoted from
the Regional Director position. “We
have an amazing school system with
incredible families, teachers, and staff

Copyright © 2016 Peel, Inc.

childrenscenterofaustin.com

all working together to ensure the
physical, social, and intellectual needs
of every child are met on a daily basis. My goal is to build upon this solid
foundation and pave a path for our
students to have the most well-rounded, safe, and caring start to their education.”
Some of the new initiatives Saenz
will be addressing early on include
physical upgrades to some of the
schools such as outdoor sport courts
for enhanced student activity and
health. Also, she will continue to seek
out the best ongoing educational and
training opportunities for teachers to
stay atop their fields and continue to
provide the best care for all students.
Saenz brings 17 years of early childhood education and management experience to the newly appointed Head
of Schools position. Six of those years
have been spent at the Children’s Center of Austin serving as Curriculum
Coordinator, School Director, and
Regional Director. She holds a degree
in Early Childhood Education with a
concentration in Infant and Toddler
studies from Del Mar College, and is
working towards a second degree in
Business Administration from Concordia University.
Prior to joining the Children’s Center of Austin, Saenz worked in schools
in south Texas as well as three years
with the Lake Travis Independent
School District. Now, in the newly appointed position as Head of Schools,
Saenz will rely upon that experience
to continue the growth of the Chil-

dren’s Center of Austin, its staff, and
students, as well as provide continuity
of management across all campuses.

About Children’s Center of Austin

The Children’s Center of Austin is
devoted to a love of learning based on
the premise that every child is a unique
individual with a definite growth and
development pattern. The Children’s
Center of Austin is committed to the
belief that early childhood education
is vital to our children’s futures, and
thus the curriculum is developmentally based and focuses on the individual child’s social, emotional, and intellectual needs. The Children’s Center
of Austin serves infants, toddlers and
preschoolers, and offers after school
programs for kindergarten through
fifth grade at three Austin area locations: Westlake, Northwest Austin (at
Jester Blvd.), and Steiner Ranch.
CCOA - STEINER RANCH
4308 N. Quinlan Park Rd. Suite 100
Austin, TX 78732
512.266.6130
CCOA - NW AUSTIN
6507 Jester Boulevard Bldg. 2
Austin, TX 78750
512.795.8300
CCOA - WESTLAKE
8100 Bee Caves Rd.
Austin, TX 78746
512.329.6633
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What is the Architectural
Compliance Committee (ACC)?
(And Why Should You Care?)
(From a Nextdoor post by Scott Crosby)
The ACC is an HOA
committee responsible for
reviewing and approving
River Place homeowners’
exterior projects and
improvements. Projects
needing approval include
swimming pools, exterior
decks, roofs and additions,
deck covers, fences, storage buildings, playgrounds, basketball
goals, solar panels, exterior painting and staining, walkways and
landscaping.
The goal is to keep River Place home modifications and
improvements compatible with the residential development, in

8
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accordance with HOA Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions
(CC&Rs) and, in the process, hopefully to avoid neighbors’
complaints due to perceived infringements. In fact, on occasion, the
project may require signed approval forms from nearby neighbors.
There is no cost. The submittal form can be found at:
www.riverplacehoa.org/wp-content/
Processing and review normally occurs quickly, within a week or
two but can take up to 30 days if there are issues. It is important to
provide all requested information in legible format. When needed,
the committee may request additional information. Projects that are
initially declined may be resubmitted with corrected documentation.
While it may sound a bit complicated here, the procedure is usually
smooth and timely if the proper information is submitted.

Copyright © 2016 Peel, Inc.
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Area’s “Growth Mode” Bringing New Residents
(From Austin City Council District 10 Updates and Leslee Bassman’s article in Community IMPACT)

A parcel of land located at the east side of City Park Road where it
intersects RR 2222 has been approved by the Austin City Council for
rezoning so that a 325 unit apartment complex can be built. The tract
of land, stretching nearly to Loop 360, was once part of the Champions
family 350 acre ranch. It is estimated that there could be an increase
of 2,100 additional cars daily on the local roads, necessitating some
strategic traffic flow changes and improvements, according to some
nearby neighbors.
The developer had originally attempted to accomplish mixed-use
zoning (to include office buildings, clinics, etc.). They settled for
multifamily or MF 4, to allow for the construction of the complex.
Exits to and from the complex are currently intended to be on both
2222 and City Park Road.
City Park Road, connecting to Westminster Drive, is the “back way”
out of River Place as most residents are well aware. And City Park Road
is already quite busy at times as many of us have experienced. Council
meetings were held on August 11 in which speakers were allowed to
address the council. The Council voted to postpone the zoning case to
September 1 to allow time to prepare an amendment that would limit
further development of the eastern track.
“Council Member Gallo remains committed to limiting development

on the eastern track and ensuring the following conditions are met by
the property owner:
• height restricted to no more than 53 feet
• daily vehicular trips are limited to 2,100
• dwelling units are limited to no more than 325
• development is prohibited within 100 feet of the southern property
line
• endorsement of the City Staff recommendation for signal
improvements as identified in the TIA memo with additional
improvements to signal timing at the intersection of West Courtyard
and Loop 360, not to exceed $5,000 as agreed upon by the applicant
What Next...
The case will come back to Council on September 1 for its second
and third reading, meaning final passage of the item will be considered
at that time.
The public hearing will stay open for the September 1 meeting, which
is unusual, but Council Member Gallo requested that the public hearing
not be closed for the September 1 meeting to allow neighbors enough
time to complete the desired research or follow up on questions before
testifying. Members of the public who did not testify during the June
23 Council meeting can testify during the September 1 meeting.”

Why Office at Home
“When you could have a quiet place”
At Jester Village

printing is an art
make some with us!
Jester Village is running a special for next couple of months
1 Month Rent Free
Sizes from 150 to 1435 feet available.
Jester Village Shopping Center and Business Park
6507 Jester Blvd
Austin, Texas 78750

Graham Properties Real Estate
512.345.9400
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Call today for more info

512.263.9181
QualityPrintingOfAustin.com
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DR. PRU
AURORA ,
DR. MICHELLE
FREEZE

DR.
MICHELLE
LIZ
CHUNG,FREEZE,
DDS

DR.
MICHELLE
KIM
RACHEL
TRUEBLOOD,
DDS

Dentistry for infants, children, teens and patients with special needs.

512.266.7200

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Friendly Pediatric Trained Staff
Parents Allowed Back During Treatment
Insurances Accepted
On Time Appointments
Before and After School Appointments
Advanced Soft-tissue Laser Procedures

Two Convenient Locations
Steiner Ranch
4308 N. Quinlan Park #201
Austin, TX 78732

Lakeline
14005 N. HWY 183 #800
Austin, TX 78717

SmileLikeAStar.com
Copyright © 2016 Peel, Inc.

FREE

Child’s Sonicare
with New Patient
Exam and Cleaning

$56.00 Value
Coupon must be presented at time of exam. For patient’s age 3 and older.
Coupon cannot be combined with any other offer. Expires 10/31/2016
7/31/16
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Tennis Tip:
Sizing Up Your Opponent(s) During the Warm-up

It doesn’t matter what level player you are; being observant during
the warm-up can be crucial to early success. Here are a few tips to
evaluate your opponent’s strengths and weaknesses.
1. Is your opponent right handed or left-handed? While it may
seem obvious, most players have a weaker backhand than forehand.
We get accustomed to playing right handed players and fall into our
usual patterns. If your opponent is lefty, don’t let it throw you off.
Prepare yourself during warm-up to shift your patterns. If you are
right handed and playing a left hander, you may want to practice
your down the line backhand and cross court forehand. The same
works for your serving patterns. Put more emphasis on your wide
serve on the deuce court and your T serve on the ad court.
2. Is the player physically fit? How well does (s)he move laterally
vs. up and back? Move them around a bit during the warm-up to
assess their movement. See how well they handle spin. Hit them
a few topspin and slice shots to both sides. Do they struggle with
pace, or slower struck balls? You may find a weakness in their game.
3. Observe what shots they are hitting during the warm-up. Are
they running around their backhand or forehand? How much net
practice did they take? If they take very little net practice, they might

not feel comfortable volleying.
4. Watch your opponent serve. Does he/she have a hard first
serve? (if so, you may want to start with a deeper return position)
Or is their serve a cream puff? If it falls short in the court, you may
want to shift your return position forward. What type of spin is on
the serve? If they slice, the ball will shift right or left. If they have a
kick serve, you may want to step in and take it early. Is there a big
difference between their first and second serve? Taking notice will
help your return game.
5. When playing doubles, who is the weaker opponent? Don’t just
watch the player you are warming up with; watch both players to
identify the weaker one. After the warm-up is finished, confer with
your partner. They may have noticed something you didn’t.
If you study your opponent(s) during warm-up, it will help you
develop a game plan going into the match. This should pay dividends
during the match. If you have any questions about any of the above,
feel free to send me an email.
Ed, River Place Tennis, edny20@yahoo.com
“The best preparation for playing a lot of tennis is playing a lot of
tennis.” James Blake

NOBODY IS DROWNPROOF
WATCH KIDS AROUND WATER

COLIN
HOLST

82 Texas children have already fatally drowned in 2016
DROWNING IS PREVENTABLE
THESE WATER SAFETY TIPS CAN SAVE LIVES

WATCH KIDS & KEEP
IN ARM’S REACH

LEARN
TO SWIM

WEAR
LIFE JACKETS

MULTIPLE BARRIERS
AROUND WATER

KEEP YOUR
HOME SAFER

CHECK WATER
SOURCES FIRST

PRACTICE DRAIN
SAFETY

BE SAFER IN
OPEN WATER

LEARN
CPR

BECOME a Water Guardian for your child

TAKE the Water Safety Quiz PREVENT drowning
www.colinshope.org/quiz
LEARN more at www.colinshope.org
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Helping Us Stay
Physically Fit

The Many Benefits of a
Yoga Practice

Austin Parks has implemented a program to add exercise stations
along lakeshores and paths in the Lake Travis and Westlake areas to
encourage outdoor physical activity. The stations include equipment
such as parallel bars, pushup bars and sit up benches. Marty Stump
from the Austin Parks and Recreation Department commented that
“Austin is very fitness-oriented and very outdoors-oriented so there’s
some real synergy of having this sort of amenity in the parks.”
Fitness stations have also been added in Dick Nichols Park in
Southwest Austin and in Lakeway City Park. It is felt that these
stations are being used by both older residents living in the areas
with more time on their hands as well as younger, fitness minded
people who have moved in. Upgrading existing stations that might
be needing improvements is another aspect of the project that is
up for future consideration. (From an article by Marie Albiges in
Community IMPACT)

By Margaret Parker, RYT, River Place

Retired Docs Launch
New Group Oct.10
Lake Travis Retired Physicians, a new monthly group for
retired doctors who live in areas served by Baylor Scott & White
Hospital—Lakeway will gather for their first meeting on Monday,
Oct. 10, 11 a.m., in the medical office building across from the
hospital.
Spearheading the retired physicians' group, Dr. William Evans of
Lakeway practiced 23 years with Austin Diagnostic Clinic, serving
tenures as chief of family practice and heading up ADC's urgent
care initiative. Prior, Dr. Evans served 20 years in the U.S. Air Force.
"Lakeway Retired Physicians is both social and educational...a
way for docs like me to get together and hear the latest innovations
in a variety of practice areas. Plans are to meet the second Monday
of each month," Evans said.
Hospital-affiliated physicians Dr. Pavan Karnati, cardiologist,
and Dr. Greg Morper, internist, will provide overviews of recent
innovations in their practice areas. After Q&A, lunch will be
provided in the hospital cafeteria. There is no charge for retired
physicians.
Dr. Pavan Karnati specializes in the evaluation and treatment
of coronary and peripheral vascular disease. Dr. Greg Morper’s
internal medicine practice, which accepts Medicare, places a heavy
emphasis on wellness and prevention.
"I'm grateful to these fine physicians for coming to speak; also
to Christin Cross and Jewell Kibling of the hospital's marketing
team who have provided wonderful support in launching this new
program. I encourage all area retired docs to sign up for this or
future meetings,” Evans said.
Retired physicians who would like to attend or join, please
contact Dr. Bill Evans at 512-261-3536; or email his wife Pat, chief
bottle washer, patevans39@gmail.com
Copyright © 2016 Peel, Inc.

Yoga has been a positive and important
part of my life for more than 25 years.
My introduction to yoga occurred while
I was teaching middle school. A teacher
friend invited me to a hatha yoga class
and I was immediately hooked.
My first Teacher Training was in
Portland, Oregon. The following year
I did another Teaching Intensive in
Helena, Montana. When we moved to
Austin sixteen years ago, I completed
the 200 hour Teacher Training at Yoga
Yoga. After I finished that training, they
asked me to teach so I taught there for a
few years. From there I decided to start
teaching private and small group classes.
Hatha yoga, which I teach, focuses on how to integrate breath
with physical postures that stretch and strengthen muscles through
correct alignment. It is an effective and powerful way to relieve
stress and tension, all the while increasing strength and flexibility. It
promotes a sense of well-being and relaxation, things much needed
in our fast-paced world today.
As a yoga teacher, my goal is to help students feel a sense of peace
as they grow in their own practice. In addition to the yoga poses and
breath work, I strive to incorporate laughter and a sense of humor
into my teaching sessions. I want my students to feel safe without
feelings of judgment or competiveness.
Yoga helps us to become calmer, stronger, and to focus more on
the breath which helps de-stress. It also helps us to feel more at peace
and more gratitude for the positive things in life.
Located right here in River Place, I offer both group classes and
private instruction for ladies only. I have liability insurance and am
registered with the National Yoga Alliance. Please contact me if you
would like more information or just have questions about the many
wonderful benefits of yoga.
Margaret.prkr@gmail.com 512-422-1467
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The River Review is a private publication published by Peel, Inc. It is not sanctioned
by any homeowners association or organization, nor is it subject to the approval
of any homeowners association or organization, nor is it intended, nor implied to
replace any publication that may be published by or on behalf of any homeowners
association or organization. At no time will any source be allowed to use the River
Review contents, or loan said contents, to others in any way, shape or form, nor in
any media, website, print, film, e-mail, electrostatic copy, fax, or etc. for the purpose
of solicitation, commercial use, or any use for profit, political campaigns, or other self
amplification, under penalty of law without written or expressed permission from Peel,
Inc. The information in the newsletter is exclusively for the private use of Peel, Inc.

SEND US
YOUR

Event
Pictures!!

DISCLAIMER: Articles and ads in this newsletter express the opinions of their
authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Peel, Inc. or its employees. Peel,
Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of any facts stated in articles submitted by
others. The publisher also assumes no responsibility for the advertising content with
this publication. All warranties and representations made in the advertising content
are solely that of the advertiser and any such claims regarding its content should be
taken up with the advertiser.
* The publisher assumes no liability with regard to its advertisers for misprints or
failure to place advertising in this publication except for the actual cost of such
advertising.
* Although every effort is taken to avoid mistakes and/or misprints, the publisher
assumes no responsibility for any errors of information or typographical mistakes,
except as limited to the cost of advertising as stated above or in the case of
misinformation, a printed retraction/correction.
* Under no circumstances shall the publisher be held liable for incidental or
consequential damages, inconvenience, loss of business or services, or any other
liabilities from failure to publish, or from failure to publish in a timely manner,
except as limited to liabilities stated above.

Do you have a picture of an
event that you would like to
run in this newsletter? Send
it to us and we will publish it
in the next issue. Email the
picture to riverview@peelinc.
com. Be sure to include the
text that you would like to
have as the caption. Pictures
will appear in color online at
www.PEELinc.com.

Great Seal of
United States Tee

Don’t Stop Get it
Get it Women’s Tee

Birdman
Custom Tee

I Love Squats
Ladies Tank

Hill Country Indoor
Custom Tee

We offer custom apparel of all kinds including one-offs for any occasion.
How does it work? Lets say you have a design you would
like for a one-off custom shirt. We take your idea and design
it for you. Once you approve the design we make it available
in our store for you to purchase.

store within W4 Apparel. This allows their members to visit
our site and order their shirts directly. We create custom
designs at their request and even toss in a few of our own.
We offer the same service for non-profits, businesses, and
organizations of all kinds.

Who do we work with? We work with individuals as well Visit us online and view our Partners to see who we are
as partner with organizations and businesses. Some of our currently working with.
partners are CrossFit boxes. We relieve the box owners of
the hassle of mass shirt orders by creating their very own We would love to partner with you as well!

whiskeyfourapparel@gmail.com 512.791.7453
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Making a Great
First Impression!
We Are a Digital Impression Practice

No Goop. No Gag. No Worries!

Dr. RJ is the ONLY

board-certified
Invisalign® provider
serving River Place
RJ ORTHODONTICS
Making Austin Smile

512-363-5792 | www.rjorthodontics.com
Located Behind the Walgreens at the Intersection of 620/2222

Dr. RJ Jackson
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Dr. RJ Jackson
Board-Certified Specialist in
Orthodontics & Dentofacial
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